Building Empathy Through Virtual Reality

VR is a way to experience storytelling.

Take people somewhere & connect to what you're viewing.

VR + IMMERSE = double-edged sword.

Can't interact w/ friends.

Tech hurdles.

Access hurdles.

Funding.

VR helps w/ comprehension.

Connect to what you're viewing.

Technical hurdles.

Use immersive in education.

Synchronized immersive reality experience.

Hands-on teaching tools.

Motivation to care.

Feels like you're there.

How do we stay connected when we are physically distanced?

How do we make the inaccessible accessible?

VR creates empathy.

360° best way to tell story.

New people.

Use Zoom!

You are the director.

You interact, remember.

On an intimate, small scale.

No barrier.
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43% of respondents choose VR as their favorite event.